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Display your National Park Quarter collection in this educational collector s map. Special "push-fit"
foam makes it easy to insert your coins, openings for all 56 National Park quarters. Big 13.2" x
39.75" Foam construction is inert and safe for your coins. The National Park Quarters Coin Act of
2008 requires quarters, beginning in 2010, to have designs on the reverse depicting one national
site in each state, the District of Columbia, and the five territories of the United States. Fifty-six (56)
different quarters will complete the program from 2010 through 2021. Color.
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I am delighted! My book arrived this Monday morning (and I ordered it Saturday afternoon). It is
exactly what I was looking for. The tri-fold book has a map of the U.S. with spaces to insert quarters
for all the states, plus D.C. and territories. There is a guide telling which quarter goes where. It even
included a shiny new quarter to insert immediately.I highly recommend this for the average person
who just wants something to hold those quarters you've been saving, and doesn't care which mint it
came from. I'm going to order one for my granddaughter, too.

This item is large and unfolds to three sections. Closed it also has a velcro tab to keep it shut which
isn't pictured. The coins are placed inside most of the states where the National Park is located
when there is room in the state. Otherwise the coin is outside of the map near the state's location. It
also has the dates of when the coins are to be released and the name of the National Park and
which state it resides in. I have one for each of our kids and it is fun to watch for them and fill it up. I
also have the State holders in the same size and shape and we had a wonderful time filling them

up.

This map is very awesome, very colorful and easy to get the quarters in and out. Be careful when
putting the quarters in the slots, make sure the map is on a solid surface because I kind of bent my
map from trying to get the quarters in the slot. Overall I love the map, it is a good size, light weight,
and has a Velcro closure on the side.

Very nicely designed and just like the States Quarter Map herehttp://www..com/gp/product/0794821944 and we bought both to do as a homeschool/family project
with our boys (each will get to keep one). They are the same exact size and, while the actual colors
and pictures on it are different, they look very much like each other- which is what I was hoping for.
They also have a nice little fold over tab to keep them closed. This one's is made with Velcro to hold
the closure (vs magnet on the other).

I have had the State quarters map for some time so am pleased to now have the folder for the
National Park quarters. It is great fun for us to insert the quarters into the map with our grandsons so that we (not being American) and they can learn more about US states and geography. A very
good product, very satisfied

The book is great! Maybe a little too big to be conveniently moved around or stored if you don't have
much space, but the print is very clear and well-organized and the colors were vibrant! The quarters
fit extremely well and I haven't had to worry about them falling out (like I have had with other coin
collection booklets). It's sturdy and beautiful!

Great for my coins and love this album, but it is kinda weak and should not be put somewhere that it
can get damaged, i.e. beneath a stack of books... it will bend somewhat, still great!

I've purchased several of these maps for friends and family. They're bright and colorful on a nice
thick backing. Quarters fit snugly, and are easy enough to insert and remove. Everyone has loved
them so far.Goes perfectly with the state quarter map by the same publisher.
http://www..com/gp/product/0794821944?redirect=true&ref_=cm_cr_ryp_prd_ttl_sol_4
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